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INTRODUCTION

The Purpose of This Curriculum
 To develop language skills

 To interact with the parable of The Good Samaritan

Who This Curriculum Is For

♦ middle school to adult learners

♦ beginners (Pre Canadian Language Benchmarks)

♦ ESL or EFL settings –this curriculum is suitable for either ESL
(English as a Second Language) or EFL (English as a Foreign
Language) teaching.

How Much On-Task Time This Curriculum Provides For
• whole curriculum 22-24 hours

• each session approximately 2¼ hours of on-task class time
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The Good Samaritan Pre Beginner

User Guide
• This curriculum contains ten sessions of study. Each Session is based on a
section of text from Luke 10:25-38.
• For each session, there are a variety of tasks that guide the learners
through the process of developing language skills by interacting with the
text.
• Each Session is most effective when the tasks are done sequentially.
Task Instructions:
Each task is presented with clear step-by-step instructions for the instructor.
Each session has a side bar
that gives information for
the Instructor.

Language Objectives for each
Session

Note: Throughout this
curriculum you will be
instructed to project slides –
this is best done onto a
whiteboard for ease in adding
the information requested.

Approximate time for each Part

Detailed instructions for the use
of photocopying worksheets and
the projection slides
Biblical reference for each Session

User Guide
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The Good Samaritan Pre Beginner
Session 1 The Trip

Session 2 The Attack

p1 ≐2.25hr
– to introduce oneself
– to answer about place of origin
– to comprehend: Jesus tells a story
– to comprehend: one line of a story
– to produce the names of the alphabet letters
– to write first initial
– to reflect on learning

p31 ≐2.25hr
– to understand informal and formal greetings
– to comprehend a story
– to comprehend commands
– to repeat phrases
– to comprehend questions
– to repeat the names of the alphabet letters
– to write first name
– to spell first name

Session 3 After the Attack

Session 4 The Priest

p47 ≐2.25hr
– to give and respond to greetings
– to say the days of the week
– to review saying the names of the alphabet letters
– to comprehend: What's the matter?
– to learn the five aches
– to comprehend: personal pronouns
– to write last name

p73 ≐2.25hr
- to learn greetings and responses
- to review the days of the week and the calendar
- to review the Alphabet
- to review the previous stories
- to review the five aches
- to learn pausing
- to print first and last names

Session 6 The Samaritan

Session 5 The Temple Assistant
p93 ≐2.25hr

p113 ≐2.25hr
- to greet and respond
- to count 1 to 10
- to answer yes/no questions
- to place pictures on a grid in order
- to write one's phone number

- to greet and respond
- to review the names of the alphabet letters
- to give first name and last name and first initial
- to review days of the week
- to count from 1 to 10
- to answer How Many
- to read the numbers 1-9
- to sequence pictures of a story line
- to write one's address

Session 8 The Payment

Session 7 The Inn
p129 ≐2.25hr

p157 ≐2.25hr
- to greet and respond
- to say calendar days and numbers
- to read 1 - 20
- to learn about Canadian coins
- to answer how much and how many questions
- to comprehend and repeat a story line
- to write phone number

- to greet and respond
- to review days of the week
- to count from 1-20
- to answer how many questions
- to answer yes/no questions
- to learn feeling words
- to say he's sad etc.
- to write one's address

Session 10 The Finish

Session 9 The Story
p173 ≐2.25hr

p191 ≐2.25hr

- to respond to greetings
- to answer 'feeling' and ache questions
- to review the story

- to respond to greeting
- to answer 'feeling' and ache questions
- to review the story
- to learn directions
- to say the months of the year
- to write one's birthdate in numbers
- to fill in an application with personal information
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EL and CD INFORMATION

Adobe Instructions for Materials CD:
• Ensure that Acrobat Reader 8 or higher is on your computer.
Go to: http://www.adobe.com/ and click on Get Adobe Reader.
• Place the Materials CD into your computer. Acrobat Reader should open
automatically.
• Open the file titled The Good Samaritan Pre Beginner. This opens to the
Inside Cover Page along with a
left panel of bookmarks.
• Place your cursor on the
Bookmark panel (on the left side
of the screen) and click Session 1
The Trip, to go to the Session 1
Title Page.
• Place the cursor () on the plus
sign (+) and click which will drop
down a list of additional
bookmarks.
• Once on the Session 1 Title Page, a list of the tasks for the session is
visible; click any one of the tasks and you will immediately go to that task.
• In the Content Pages e.g. click the Title of a Session to take you to that
page.
• This navigation system continues throughout the entire curriculum.
• Whenever your curser changes to a ‘pointing finger’ there is a link to
another page in the file. The whole curriculum is linked for quick reference
from one session to another and to the differing pages in the curriculum.
Printing Using the Adobe Format:
To print a specific page you must use the Adobe page numbers located at the
bottom or top of the screen NOT the text page numbers.
Printing colour documents: print from the Materials CD using the ‘best’
setting on your colour printer.

The Audio and Video Files are in the Instructor SLIDES. Click on the
appropriate Button to activate the Audio or Video.
EL and CD Information
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